STOP! These steps replace Step 6 of instruction 911162-00.

1 Reinforce frame for soffit latch.

- Reinforcing required for soffit latch must be recessed \( \frac{1}{8} \)" from top surface of stop.

2 Install soffit latch bolt assembly.

   a. Block door in open position.
   b. Install latch bolt as shown.
3  Prepare door and stop.
   a. Close door against stop.
   b. Tape paper template (below) to door and stop.
   c. Prepare door for latch case.

4  Apply top latch case.

5  Apply plunger release bracket.
   a. Close door against stop.
   b. Position bracket to depress plunger and allow rods to fall into engaged position.
   c. Tighten bracket mounting screws.

6  Apply top rod per instruction 911162-00.

STOP! Skip steps 8 and 9 of instruction 911162-00, then proceed with the device instructions as written.